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W e are delighted to welcome you to the Qatar 
Law Forum, held under the patronage 
of His Highness the Emir of the State 
of Qatar, Sheikh Hamad bin Khalifa Al-

Thani. The Law Forum will provide an unrivalled platform 
to debate the global commitment to the Rule of Law in 
a time of change. The importance of the dialogue is self-
evident, given recent events in the Arab World and the 
continuing global economic challenges. The contribution 
that delegates can make as members of the international 
legal community should not be underestimated.

The Government of Qatar’s dedication to this purpose is 
demonstrated by their generous hosting and sponsorship 
of the Forum. On behalf of all participants, we take the 
opportunity to express our gratitude to His Highness the 
Emir and to His Excellency the Prime Minister Sheikh 
Hamad bin Jassim bin Jaber Al-Thani for their support.

We are grateful to the Permanent Committee for Organising 
Conferences at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and to the 
Qatar International Court and Dispute Resolution Centre, 
for jointly hosting this remarkable event. We would also 
like to thank our International Organising Committee for 
their commitment to preparing the Forum.

The hosting of the Law Forum in Doha allows participants 
to not only experience Qatar’s warm hospitality, but 
permits the topics to be discussed both from a global 
perspective and in an Islamic context. The combined 
experience and expertise of all our delegates will result in 
debate of the highest level and calibre.

In light of the most significant challenges facing today’s 
world, the programme for the 2012 Forum focuses on 
change in the Middle East and on the world’s current 
financial challenges. The hosting of the dialogue in 
Doha will allow these subjects to be addressed both at an 
international level and in an Islamic context. Following the 
welcome address, the Forum starts with a panel addressing 
the issue of anti-corruption and the consequences for the 
Rule of Law and in particular for economic, political and 
social development.

Given the events of the Arab Spring we then move onto a 
discussion on change in the Arab World within the context 
of the Rule of Law. Following lunch, delegates join smaller 
discussions on a topic of their choice, whether sports law, 
access to justice for the poor, judicial training or Islamic 
finance. The day’s final panel then addresses the subject of 
the role of ethics and law in finance.

The Right Honourable Lord Woolf of Barnes
Sir William Blair
Michael Thomas QC
Convenors, Qatar Law Forum on the Rule of Law 2012
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What has changed with the focus or objectives of the Qatar 
Law Forum since it was first held in 2009?

The objectives are the same, it is the context that is 
different.  In 2009, we held the first global rule of law 
conference and the discussion was very much based on 
how the rule of law should develop in the face of the global 
financial crisis.  The conference proved a benchmark in 
world legal leaders debating what they considered were the 
essential features of the term rule of law, its importance, and 
their commitment to it.  Since then we have experienced 
considerable social and political transition in this part of 
the world with what is described as the Arab Awakening.  
This push for reform has created particular challenges for 
the rule of law, but also considerable opportunities.   

The 2012 Forum provides an opportunity for the world’s 
leaders in law to view the development of the rule of law 
in very much a practical way, and how it may be used as 
a toolkit to help deliver the reform needed. Once a state 
is able to provide security for its citizens, then it must 
focus on its laws to ensure that it can provide a platform 
for the economic reform to follow and to meet the need 
for equality before those laws. A fair and transparent legal 
system is essential to encourage investment by the people 
in the state, and also to provide protection for those who 
are to invest commercially in rebuilding the fabric of the 
state.  Thus a strengthening of the rule of law is an essential 
element in a successful future.   

The Qatar Law Forum will consider this in a number of 
ways; from the improvement of a global understanding 
of the rule of law as a concept, the application of the rule 
of law in the changing Arab world, and the relationship 
between freedom of communication and the rule of law. 
From these conceptual considerations, there will also be 
practical ones, such as discussions on how International 
Courts can help advance the rule of law, to the 
practicalities of effective dispute resolution mechanisms. 
Those mechanisms can help governments achieve huge 
investments and handle high risk commitments such as 
delivering the 2012 Olympic Games or the 2022 Football 
world Cup.

How close are we to global understanding and commitment to 
the rule of law in light of different traditions and approaches 
in its application?
 
I think we are getting closer.  In terms of definition, 
Lord Bingham provided a remarkable attempt at defining 
the benchmarks that rule of law could be assessed 
against.  This was furthered at the 2009 conference 
by Lord Phillips providing opinion on the principles 
that are essential to the rule of law. These have since 
formed part of law students’ education materials across 
the world.  It is inevitable that cultural differences play a 
part in the the journey to a global understanding of the 
term.  Even global institutions differ in the emphasis of 
their views. Some attach considerable weight to rights 
and responsibilities. Others look at more practical 
considerations such as measures to combat corrupt 
practices.  All agree that fairness and transparency are 
essential elements.  Personally I wouldn’t get too hung 
up on achieving the perfect definition. It is the global 
commitment that this conference seeks to further.  I would 
have thought that willingness is apparent, if you measure 
it by the contribution at the conference of more than 60 
different countries. 
 

IntervIeW: 
robert Musgrove
LexisNexis spoke to Robert Musgrove, Chief Executive of the Qatar International 
Court & Dispute Resolution Centre.  He was formerly Chief Executive of the Civil 
Justice Council, an advisory body on civil justice reform based in London.  

“The 2012 Forum 
provides an opportunity 
for the world’s leaders 
in law to view the 
development of the rule 
of law in very much a 
practical way”
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How can the global legal community support the rule of law 
and judicial institutions in the Arab world?
 
By being willing to engage in dialogue and where 
practical, and where sought, to provide access to the skills 
and experience of those jurisdictions. All in the spirit of 
knowing that everyone has something to learn. And co-
ordination is also a very important factor.  There are many 
willing and benevolent organisations around the world; 
NGO’s, academic institutions, judicial bodies. What is 
needed to get the best out of these volunteers is proper 
and effective co-ordination of efforts.  A conference like 
the Qatar Law Forum provides an obvious vehicle to bring 
together both donors and recipients.
 
What is new with the Qatar International Court and what 
developments can we expect over the next few years?
 
The Qatar international Court and Dispute Resolution 
Centre has been working hard over the past year on 
what I would call product development. The overall 
context remains the multi-door courtroom offered 
litigation, arbitration and mediation, with a deeply 
experienced international judiciary. We recognise that 
although we have a mandatory judicial jurisdiction for 
QFC related cases, lawyers and their clients may also 
choose the jurisdiction as their preferred court or dispute 
resolution vehicle.  We recognise the obvious attraction of 
our world renowned international judiciary, but we also 
recognise that if parties are to choose to use the court or 
ADR Centre, we must develop something that makes them 
want to use us.  

On the court front, we have successfully developed the 
virtual court, where parties, if they choose, can participate 
in proceedings through audio and video links.  Whilst we 
will always offer a traditional court environment, there are 
some businesses that would rather not go to the expense 
of trouble of sending large legal teams out to commercial 
courts or arbitration centres.  We are working on streaming 
proceedings to board rooms, so CEO’s may carry on with 
their businesses whilst being involved in resolving a 
commercial dispute, and we will continue to develop our 
IT to provide full e-court facilities.   We are also working 
on specialist dispute resolution schemes, many with 2022 
in mind.  We have developed an outline Construction 
Adjudication Scheme with leading international law firms, 
which we believe will be a global leader, and certainly one 
which will help in the effort to ensure that Qatar’s $200bn 
of infrastructure is in place for 2022.  

The interesting thing about having an opt-in jurisdiction, 
is that you need to be market driven.  Businesses have to write 
you into their dispute resolution clauses or agree to consent 
to your jurisdiction.  This provides a very clear incentive to 
design dispute resolution products that parties wish to use, 
and lawyers feel confident enough to advice to use.  At the 
heart though, there is still the ultimate jurisdiction of an 
on-shore state court, which provides the ultimate judicial 
authority, and access to enforcement conventions.  In the 
past year we have taken cases in our first instance court, 
appeal circuit and regulatory appeal tribunal. We have also 
heard our first arbitrations and mediation. We have trained 
and accredited through our partners CEDR nearly thirty 
locally based mediators, and have started our work on a 
regional strategy for legal and judicial education.  
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W hen the idea of a Davos-style conference of 
the world’s legal elite was first suggested, 
many would have thought that, while 
admirable, the goal was unachievable. 

However, as hundreds of judges, academics, legal 
practitioners, central bankers and regulators from six 
continents converged in Doha on 29 May 2009, it was clear 
that history was being made.

Held in the wake of the international financial crisis, 
the inaugural Qatar Law Forum was the global legal 
community’s answer to the G20. HE Sheikh Hamad Bin 
Jasem Bin Jabor Al Thani, Prime Minister and Minister of 
Foreign Affairs, Qatar, set the tone in his opening speech 
when he emphasized that the consolidation of the rule of 
law principle at the national level is insufficient unless 
adopted at the international level. 

The speech by His Excellency followed his launch at 
the Davos meeting in January 2009 of a new initiative for 
global governance, in concert with the governments of 
Singapore and Switzerland. Expanding on that theme at 
the Law Forum, the Prime Minister observed that “human 
catastrophes inflicted on states and nations, in the past 

QAtAr LAW ForuM 2009
A look back at the inaugural Qatar Law Forum in 2009

and present, were caused by negligence in not committing 
to the rule of law”. The enormity of the world’s shared 
challenges, he argued, does not permit the international 
community the luxury of hesitation.

The Prime Minister stated: “It is no secret that the global 
economic and financial crisis has imposed on us a lesson 
that we should learn and that is we need a new governance 
system to redress the failures of the present world order on 
the basis of a set of principles, organizations and processes 
that help the world in tackling the problems that generate 
results and effects that go beyond the borders of one country 
or one group of people or one scope of human activities. In 
other words, we need a modernized approach to organize 
the interdependence in such a way that realizes common 
good on a basis of rules and criteria that define rights and 
responsibilities commensurate with capacities.”

This set the tone for a truly international event, covering 
an unprecedented range of topics for the global legal 
community including:  

Islamic finance
The Islamic Finance breakout session was led by Professor 
Frank Vogel, Head of Muslim World Law at the Institution 
Quraysh for Law & Policy. Dr. Nazim Ali, Director of the 
Islamic Finance Project at Harvard Law School, led a 
discussion about the need to develop better standards and 
reporting mechanisms, as well as the evolving role of the 
AAOIFI and shariah advisory boards. Ghiyath Shabsigh, 
Assistant Director of the monetary and capital markets 
department of the IMF, focused his table discussion around 
the practical aspects of Islamic Finance such as whether 
the industry needs a separate regulatory regime. 
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the rule of Law
Lord Falconer of Thoroton PC QC (former Lord Chancellor 
of Great Britain), facilitated a session on challenges facing 
the rule of law across the world. Contributions came 
from a range of experts including: Judge Baltasar Garzón 
(Audiencia Nacional de España, Spain), Professor Pierre 
Legrand (Université Pantheon-Sorbonne, France), Professor 
Ken Starr (Dean, Pepperdine University School of Law, 
USA), Meng Meng Wong SC (Wong Partnership, Singapore), 
Dr Hossam Abou Youssef (Commissioner Judge, Supreme 
Constitutional Court of Egypt). 

International Dispute resolution
Professor Robert C Bordone (Director, Negotiation and 
Mediation Clinical Program, Harvard Law School) led 
a lively panel discussion focusing on mediation and 
arbitration as forms of international dispute resolution, 
and their role within the rule of law. Experts including 
Judge Nancy Atlas (US District Court, Southern District of 
Texas) and Judge Dr Ehab Maher Elsonbaty (Egypt).

Women and the law into the 21st century
Held in honour of the Arab Women’s Legal Network 
(AWLN), this session was moderated by Professor Roberta 
Cooper Ramo (President, American Law Institute) and 
chaired by Dr Hassan Abdulrahim Al-Sayed (Dean, Faculty 
of Law, Qatar University) with contributions from Dr Lulwa 
Al-Misned (Acting Secretary-General, Gulf Organisation 
for Industrial Consulting, Qatar), Justice Ihssan Barakat 
(Chief of the Court of First Instance; Vice President, AWLN, 
Jordan), and Claire Hepburn (Justice, Supreme Court, The 
Bahamas). 

    The challenge of globalisation to justice in the 21st century; 
    Law and regulation in a time of financial stress; 
    The legal environment for corporate centres and financial 
markets; 
    International dispute resolution methods in their legal and 
economic context; 
    Women and the law into the 21st century; 
    The state of the Rule of Law today; 
    Legal reform in the Islamic context; 
    Global and regional cooperation in trade and finance in the 
context of the global economic crisis; 
    New trends in legal education development. 

the 2009 Forum drew leaders in law from 60 countries, 
including:

    Senior Judges from every continent, including 12 serving 
Chief Justices, the President-elect of the UK Supreme Court, 
the President of the European Court of Human Rights, and 
the President of the International Court of Justice. 
    Presidents and representatives from 25 Bar Associations and 
Law Societies, both national and international. 
    Leading figures from international organisations, including 
the World Bank, International Energy Agency, OECD, 
International Monetary Fund, UN Development Programme, 
World Trade Organisation, UNIDROIT and the League of 
Arab States. 

All speeches and reports from the Qatar Law Forum 2009 are 
available on www.qatarlawforum.com

topics at the 2009 Forum included:
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T he political transitions in the Arab world over the 
past 18 months took observers, commentators 
and Arab citizens by surprise. It is no exaggeration 
to compare these events to an earthquake – one 

where the ground has yet to settle, where aftershocks are 
still ongoing, and where the ground is likely to keep shifting 
for years to come. 

These transitions have been described in various 
ways: the ‘Arab Spring’, the ‘Arab Uprisings’, the ‘Arab 
Revolutions’, the ‘Arab Awakening’ and so forth. Perhaps 
the most appropriate description has been the ‘Dignity 
Revolutions’ – as these populations have been primarily 
motivated by a sense of reclaiming their dignity. 

The rule of law in this context takes on a specific 
meaning: to establish it, it is argued, is to establish a 
system of governance that ensures that the dignity of the 
individual citizen is respected. More than a year on since 
these transitions began, the struggle for establishing a 
system backed by the rule of law continues. 

Three countries most impacted by the ‘Dignity 
Revolutions’ are Tunisia, Egypt and Libya. Tunisia, a small 
North African country where no one expected such a 
monumental event to take place, set off the spark. Egypt, 
the most populous Arab country, and which stands to 
impact most heavily on the rest of the region, took that 
spark and turned it into fire. Libya showed where an 
Arab transition could produce a good deal of violence, but 
also crucially exemplified how much a population could 

tHe Quest For DIgnIty AnD 
tHe ruLe oF LAW
Dr H.A. Hellyer outlines the political transition under way in Tunisia, Egypt and Libya 

sacrifice in order to pursue a better future.

tunisia
Legal change in Tunisia took a far more orderly path 
than other countries in the region could hope for. The 
transitional regime developed elections that resulted into 
a National Constituent Assembly – a plurality of seats 
went to the Islamist Ennahda political party, with a strong 
showing for the Congress for the Republic party and the 
Democratic Forum for Labour and Liberties (Ettakatol) 
party. It is too early to tell precisely what this assembly 
will produce in the final constitution, but it has already 
produced a provisional constitution for the organisation 
of powers.  That has provided for a president from the 
CPR and a prime minister from the Ennahda party. Most 
observers have high hopes for the eventual constitution to 
protect fundamental rights for Tunisian citizens, helping 
to concretely show, crucially, an example of an Islamist 
political party that is genuinely committed to pluralism. 

egypt
Egypt’s journey has been far less orderly. Since Mubarak’s 
forced resignation, the Supreme Council of the Armed 
Forces (SCAF) has been ruling the country, and has put into 
place, in effect, a temporary constitution. This was the result 
of a constitutional referendum that was passed by 77.8% of 
voters in March 2011, establishing consensus in terms of 
public opinion, even while many pro-revolutionary forces 
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(crucially not including the Muslim Brotherhood) opposed 
it. In effect, the resulting constitutional document provided 
a road map for a transition from military rule to civilian 
rule – but as yet has not provided for presidential elections. 
Theoretically, these elections are due to take place in late 
May, with a run-off scheduled for June – following which, 
a constitutional assembly should create a permanent 
constitution. All of this is unclear at present, with the 
legitimacy of the existing constitutional assembly (where 
the Muslim Brotherhood affiliated political party and Salafi 
political parties dominate) being called into question. Any 
resulting legal system will be dependent on who wins 
the presidential elections, and what sort of arrangement 
they can come to with the existing political forces in the 
country: crucially, the parliament and the SCAF. 

Libya
Finally, the Libyan revolution resulted in a complete 
deconstruction of the Libyan state, which was so tied to 
the person and personal program of Mu’ammar Gaddafi. 
The resulting vacuum allowed for many different forces to 
grab what piece of the political pie they could. Observers 
have expressed the concern that external parties in other 
countries are trying to influence the final set up of the 
governmental system. The National Transitional Council 
has put out various signals as to what the new system will 
be – but unlike Tunisia or Egypt, due to the vacuum that 
exists, Libya is likely to see a massive overhaul. The legal 
forces in the country are taking advice from a variety of 
sources within and without the Arab world, and the idea of 
‘transitional justice’ is an attractive one to senior members 
of the new establishment. In their hearts, the Libyans are 
a conservative Muslim nation, and their people are likely 
to want a role for Islam in the emerging legal framework 
– not in order to restrict and constrict, but to reduce the 
potential for corruption and injustice. They are likely to be 
limited by the dearth of religious scholars still resident in 
the country – but there exist some, and they will almost 
certainly have a stronger, if advisory, position in the new 
order.

Dr. H.A. Hellyer is a Cairo-based expert on the MENA region, 
with experience at Gallup, the Brookings Institution & Warwick 
University. 

For a legal perspective on developments in the Arab world, 
don’t miss today’s session. 
Plenary Session 2 (Saturday, 11.30am)
Change in the Arab World and the Rule of Law
Chairman: Lord Phillips
Introduction and Discussion Paper: Justice Hassan Al Sayed 
Panel:
• The Head of the Association of Tunisian Judges
• President of the Constitutional Court of Turkey
• Former Vice President of Libya
• Director, UN Bureau for Crisis Prevention and Recovery
• President of the Supreme Court of Egypt
• President of the Legislation Committee of Bahrain
• Sir Jeffrey Jowell, Bingham Centre for the Rule of Law

Change in the Arab World and 
the rule of Law
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I n a celebrated speech in 2006, The Rt. Hon Lord 
Bingham of Cornhill KG considered the true meaning 
of the phrase ‘the rule of law’, and its’ implications: 
“The core of the existing principle is, I suggest, that 

all persons and authorities within the state, whether public 
or private, should be bound by and entitled to the benefit of 
laws publicly and prospectively promulgated and publicly 
administered in the courts.”

Lord Bingham identified the ‘sub-rules’ which contribute 
to the rule of law: 

  The law must be accessible and so far as possible 
intelligible, clear and predictable. 

  Questions of legal right and liability should ordinarily be 
resolved by application of the law and not the exercise of 
discretion.

  The laws of the land should apply equally to all, save to the 
extent that objective differences justify differentiation.

  The law must afford adequate protection of fundamental 
human rights. 

  Means must be provided for resolving, without prohibitive 
cost or inordinate delay, bona fide civil disputes which 
the parties themselves are unable to resolve.

  Ministers and public officers at all levels must exercise 
the powers conferred on them reasonably, in good faith, 
for the purpose for which the powers were conferred and 
without exceeding the limits of such powers

  Adjudicative procedures provided by the state should be fair. 
  The existing principle of the rule of law requires 
compliance by the state with its obligations in 
international law, the law which whether deriving from 
treaty or international custom and practice governs the 
conduct of nations.
The concepts discussed by Lord Bingham were furthered 

at the Qatar Law Forum in 2009 by The Rt Hon Lord Phillips 
of Worth Matravers, who considered the rule of law in a 
global context. Lord Phillips emphasized the importance 
of the rule of law in resolving global tensions caused 
by climate change, depletion of natural resources, and 
conflicting ideologies. Lord Phillips warned: “Without 
a universal commitment to the ultimate authority of 
law; law founded on principle and administered through 
independent, stable and respected judicial systems, the 
world as we know it is not going to survive.”

Lord Phillips advanced six short propositions that 
he suggested will be at the heart of success or failure in 
ensuring that tensions are resolved by the rule of law, and 
not by acts of war.

   There must be national respect for the rule of law
  The commitment to the rule of law must be worldwide
  Everyone shares responsibility for maintaining the rule 
of law

  The rule of law requires constant vigilance
  Access to justice must be open to all
  Dialogue, understanding and mutual respect are the keys 

to a rule of law strong enough to withstand the stresses 
that lie ahead
However, Lord Phillips made it clear that the search is 

not for identical laws or legal procedures, but for common 
principles and values that we recognise must also be 
common goals. 

Lord Bingham’s speech on ‘The Rule of Law’ at the Centre 
for Public Law in 2006
http://www.cpl.law.cam.ac.uk/past_activities/the_rt_hon_lord_
bingham_the_rule_of_law.php
Lord Phillip’s speech on ‘The Rule of Law in a Global 
Context’ at the Qatar Law Forum in 2009
http://www.qatarlawforum.com/files/QLF_2009_Lord_Phillips_
address.pdf

tHe ruLe oF LAW
Two landmark speeches by Lord Bingham and Lord Phillips have helped define 
‘The Rule of Law’ by identifying benchmarks and principles that are referred to by 
practitioners and students across the world.  

The Qatar Law Forum 2012 
commenced yesterday with a 
special session involving junior 
lawyers from 23 jurisdictions 
who debated the future of the 
Rule of Law. These jurists are 
attending the Forum thanks 
to the Qatar Government’s 
sponsorship of the junior 
lawyers programme.

The session was attended by a 
number of Qatari junior lawyers, 
of whom Machaille Al-Naimi 
gave the address welcoming 
guests to Doha. A round table 
discussion provided numerous 
perspectives, ranging from anti-
corruption efforts in Afghanistan, 
views on the Rule of Law from 
Azerbaijan, El Savador, India, 
New Zealand, Russia and 
Uganda, through to Tunisia’s 
experience of the Arab Spring.

Toby Brown started the 
session with the remark: “It is 
really important that as the next 
generation of the world’s legal 
profession we understand the 
Rule of Law and work to uphold 
its ideals throughout our future 
careers. This programme is 
therefore a small contribution 
to the Forum’s wider goal 
of strengthening global 
commitment to the Rule of Law.”

the rule of Law and the Future

The discussion concentrated 
firstly on the current 
challenges to the Rule of Law, 
on which Yang Zhao gave a 
perspective from China “The 
Rule of Law is a consensus of 
the people of China, and not 
withstanding the challenges 
there have been decent 
improvements, in particular 
due to the ever-connected 
world through the internet.”

The second focus of the 
dialogue was what the future 
holds for the Rule of Law, on 
which Mizan Abdulrouf of 
England argued “If the world is 
to avoid being ruled by conflict 
but instead by the Rule of Law, 
our future needs to be one 
where everyone is given equal 
opportunity to access the law, 
whether rich or poor.”

Toby Brown


